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Overview BeTwin ES is the software that allows multiple users to simultaneously and independently share a personal computer running WindowsÂ . OS XÂ . 8 (64-bit). LoginQ: Parse URL to get information from a website I'm creating a C# program which takes some text and parses URLs from the text. I've got a list of URLs, for example: I've
managed to parse the first part of the URL: And I've done this in another way: Uri uri = new Uri(url); string[] uriPath = uri.Segments; string webRootPath = uriPath[0]; string path = webRootPath; if (uriPath.Length == 2) { path = uriPath[1]; } But how do I get the info from the website, for example if shows "..." I want it to print the first part of
the string (1234&12345), how do I do that? A: Use HttpWebRequest and HttpWebResponse WebRequest req = WebRequest.CreateHttp(""); WebResponse resp = req.GetResponse(); StreamReader sr = new StreamReader(resp.GetResponseStream()); string response = sr.ReadToEnd(); You should do some research on how to work with the
response before you start with your next piece of code, because in here, the response is being sent to the server, which might mean that it takes some time to respond. For more information on HttpWebRequest and HttpWebResponse see edd6d56e20
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